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Beyond Numbers is a periodic e-newsletter of Alas Oplas & Co., CPAs which underscores its people, services, events, 
and  activities. This e-newsletter aims to reflect the Firm’s culture, commitments, values, and practices it is solely 
directed for communication purposes.
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FEBRUARY 13, 2015 – Alas Oplas, through the initiative of HR Team, makes Friday 13th into a day full of love and 
laughter. The event highlights the value of giving and the joy it brings when we do it unconditionally. 

Alas Oplas Celebrates Love Month
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FEBRUARY 20, 2015 – marks the 65th birthday of Alas Oplas & Co., CPAs Founder, Chairman and CEO Mr. Donnies T. Alas.  
Filled with delectable food, fun games, sincere messages and birthday presents, it was truly a memorable day to Mr. 
Alas.  The presence of our Sr. Partner, Marycris Oplas, who cheerfully led the surprise birthday song as DTA enters the 
office, makes it more even special. 

A visionary leader that he is, Mr. Alas wishes nothing but for all employees to continue, stay and grow professionally A visionary leader that he is, Mr. Alas wishes nothing but for all employees to continue, stay and grow professionally 
in Alas Oplas.  A simple presentation on the wonderful journey of Mr. Donnies Alas was prepared to the delight of 
celebrant and all employees who took part in the celebration. A fun game initiated by Aji Acosta  concluded the 
birthday celebration.

To our CEO and Chairman, we wish you a happy birthday and great years ahead! 

Alas Oplas Chairman and CEO at 65
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Many of us will leave a job or two (or three) bitter and 
disgruntled. We may be so worn out that we left without 
another job lined up just to get the heck out as soon as 
possible. Or we may be inclined to throw our new 
opportunity in our current employer's face in a grand exit of 
triumph. These approaches might feel good in the moment, 
but they can have lasting negative consequences down the 
road.road.

Take a deep breath. There is a proper way to say 
goodbye, and you can do it -- no matter what circumstances 
you find yourself in. This approach will help your reputation 
remain intact, and it could land you more opportunities in 
the future that may be unimaginable to you now:

Talk to those you've worked closely with. Talk to those you've worked closely with. This should be 
done on an individual basis, either in person or on the phone 
if distance is an issue. Doing so gives you a chance to 
explain your decision to go (if you choose), let them know 
how you've enjoyed working with them and/or what you've 
learned from them, and ask them to stay in touch (if you 
care to). You will leave a positive impression among 
colleagues who may end up being important to your future colleagues who may end up being important to your future 
career, even if you don't know it now. The world is a small 
place, and unexpected connections with your past and 
present are likely to occur.

Sit for the exit interview. The exit interview is typically 
done with a human resources representative. You may never 
have worked with this person before, but one day he or she 
may get a call from a prospective employer asking about 
your work ethic and reputation. Don't give this person cause 
for a bad impression, as it could truly hurt your career 
progress down the line.

Clean out your computer files and email.Clean out your computer files and email. The purpose of 
doing this is threefold: you may have personal information 
or performance records on your hard drive that you need to 
keep; you may not want the information easily accessible 
after you go; and there may be work documents or files that 
someone else needs access to. The same is true of email. Go 
through your inbox and saved folders to ensure you are not 
leaving behind anything you may need in the future. leaving behind anything you may need in the future. 
Forward or collect any important information for the 
colleagues taking over your duties when you leave.

Write a tips sheet, and pass it on. Many people ignore this 
one when leaving a job, but it's in your best interest and also 
in good taste to write out just what your job entails. There is 
likely knowledge you've gathered along the way that will be 
valuable to the person replacing you, and this knowledge 
can't be found in the job description. You should include 
links to help your colleagues find files and information. 
Wouldn't you appreciate this walking into a new job?Wouldn't you appreciate this walking into a new job?

Schedule a hand-off meeting. If the person replacing you 
will be working at the company before you take off, sit down 
with him or her to go over your tips sheet and address any 
questions. If that person will not be there before you depart, 
schedule a meeting with whoever will be taking over for you 
until the new person begins or until an employee is trained 
for the job. Again, you would probably hope for the same if 
the roles were reversed.the roles were reversed.

Thank people. This is not easy to carry out if you're leaving 
your job in a bad state of mind, but it is crucial. Showing 
gratitude goes a long way, and others will be far more 
inclined to help you out in the future. Most importantly, 
thank your supervisor and HR. Those are the people who are 
likely to be called on your behalf concerning future job 
references and employment verifications.

Leaving a job is emotional, whether you're happy about it or Leaving a job is emotional, whether you're happy about it or 
have mixed feelings. It's a big step to decide to spend the 
majority of your week in a new place and start all over again. 
But no matter what circumstance you find yourself in, it's 
important to make an appropriate exit. Departing gracefully 
will leave people with a good impression, which is worth its 
weight in gold as you move to new jobs in the future.
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Beyond Numbers by:
Client Continuity & Communication Team

We welcome your comments and feedback. 
Please feel free to contact us on the details below:

25/F Philippine AXA Life
Center, Sen. Gil Puyat Avenue
Makati City, PhilippinesMakati City, Philippines
T: +63 (2) 759-5090
F: +63 (2) 887-6180
aocheadoffice@alasoplascpas.com
www.alasoplascpas.com

Like us on          AlasOplasCPAs
Follow us on          alasoplas
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